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02 December
Chinese stocks traded in Hong Kong will post the biggest gain since 
2009 next year on prospects the economy will stabilize, Goldman 
Sachs Group Inc. said.

JPMorgan Chase & Co. and Goldman Sachs Group Inc., the world’s 
biggest trading firms, had their revised capital plans for 2013 cleared 
by the Federal Reserve yesterday, a month before next year’s 
submissions are required.

Australia, the world’s third-largest wheat shipper, raised its output 
estimate to the third-biggest on record as the harvest in Western 
Australia offsets frost damage in parts of eastern areas.

Treasury yields approached a seven- year high against their German 
counterparts and the most in 31 months versus Japanese bonds amid 
speculation the Federal Reserve will trim its debt purchases in the 
coming months.

03 December
West Texas Intermediate oil rose for a fourth day after TransCanada 
Corp. said it will start operating part of its Keystone XL pipeline in 
January and industry data showed U.S. crude supplies declined.

China Cinda Asset Management Co. plans to sell shares in a Hong 
Kong initial public offering at near the top end of a marketed price 
range to raise about $2.5 billion, said two people with knowledge of 
the matter.

Japan’s Nikkei 225 Stock Average fell from the highest level in almost 
six years, driving declines in Asian shares after the yen snapped a 
four-day drop versus the dollar. Australia’s currency weakened after 
economic growth slowed while crude oil extended gains into a fourth 
day.

Gold traded near the lowest level in five months as signs of improving 
economic growth in the U.S. reinforced speculation that the Federal 
Reserve will taper monetary stimulus in the coming months.

05 December
Australia and New Zealand could consider a common currency to 
address concern their exchange rates are overvalued, said U.S. 
economics professor Barry Eichengreen.

China’s interest-rate swaps rose the most since June this week as 
the central bank drained funds from the banking system, and on 
speculation the government will speed up the process of relaxing 
controls on borrowing costs.

Palm oil imports by India, the world’s biggest buyer, probably climbed 
for the first time since June as traders rebuilt reserves from the lowest 
level in 21 months amid a delay in the domestic oilseed harvest.

The dollar headed for a fourth weekly decline against the euro as 
investors weigh whether U.S. payrolls data due today will encourage 
the Federal Reserve to consider trimming stimulus as early as this 
month.

06 December
China’s stocks rose, extending last week’s gains, after exports beat 
economists’ estimates and inflation eased more than expected.

Gold fluctuated after dropping to a five-month low as investors 
assessed the probability of a reduction in monetary stimulus this month 
after the U.S. added more workers than forecast in November.

Indian stock-index futures surged and rupee forwards strengthened 
after India’s main opposition party won the most seats in four local 
polls held over the past month, giving it momentum ahead of a 2014 
national election.

Asian stocks rose for the first time in four days after better-than-forecast 
growth in U.S. jobs and Chinese exports boosted investor confidence 
cuts to Federal Reserve stimulus won’t derail the global economic 
recovery.

04 December
Japan’s Topix index swung between gains and losses, after yesterday 
sinking by the most in more than a month, as the yen held gains 
against the dollar and investors weighed U.S. data for clues on when 
policy makers will cut stimulus.

Asian stocks rose, with the regional index rebounding from the biggest 
drop in two months as raw- material and technology shares led gains.

The Australian dollar traded 0.4 percent from a three-month low before 
a report forecast to show the nation’s trade deficit widened while U.S. 
data due today is predicted to add to evidence of an acceleration 
in growth there.

Snow fell by the foot across the Upper Great Lakes and Northern Plains 
as winter storms threatened to coat highways, power lines and trees 
with ice as far south as Texas.
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